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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new (root-based) stemming
algorithm for Arabic language. As other natural
languages not all the words used in Arabic language has
roots, some of these are borrowed from other languages,
e.g. as the word " " television, so in this case the
stemmer will fail to get the right root because these
foreign words have no root. This algorithm is based on
affix removal beside a knowledge from structural
linguistics. The implementation and evaluation of this
algorithm shows a noticeable improvement in the
accuracy relative to previous algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Arabic language is the fifth most widely spoken
language in the world. It belongs to the Semitic family; so
it differs from the Indo-European languages
morphologically, semantically, and syntactically. The
Arabic alphabet contains twenty-eight letters, always
written from right to left in cursive form. Diacritical
marks (harakat) (tashkiil ) appear either above or
below the letters, and play an essential role in many cases
in distinguishing semantically and phonetically between
two identical words with the same characters, but with
different diacritics. Diacritical marks are used in holy
books, poems, and children’s literature; newspapers,
journals and other books for adults are usually printed
without diacritics, which means that many strings are
ambiguous. Most native Arabic words are derived from
verbal roots. Arabized words, on the other hand, mainly
nouns borrowed from other languages with a slight
phonetic adjustment to suit the Arabic pronunciation, have
no roots[8].

All Arabic words belong to three main categories:
noun, verb or particle. Around 64% of Arabic words are
derived from triliteral verbs (three consonants), but there
are also biliteral verbs (two consonants), quadriliteral
verbs (four consonants), and pentaliteral verbs (five
consonants). Naturally these verbs represent the roots for
which stemming algorithms typically search. This
stemming process excludes words derived from nouns and
particles[9].

A morpheme is the smallest meaningful lingual unit
which has a semantic interpretation in the grammar of a
language. There is a difference between stem and a root, a

stem is a morpheme or a set of concatenated
morphemes that can accept an affix, where a root is a
single morpheme that provides the basic meaning of a
word.

Stemming might be useful to Information
retrieval systems, text classification systems, text
clustering systems, dictionary automation, text
compression, … etc.

Stemming is considered by a number of authors
as word Standardization [12]. A number of writers
thought that stemming is useful for improving
retrieval performance because it reduces variants of
the same root word to common concept, beside
reducing the size of the indexing structure because the
number of distinct index terms is reduced [3]. Other
writers are not satisfied with the concept of using
stemming in IR and Text mining [3]. Accordingly
many search engines do not adopt stemming [3].
Several common types of stemming strategies are
discussed by Frakes: affix removal, table lookup,
successor variety, and n-grams [7]. Affix removal
strategy tries to eliminate the prefixes and suffixes.
The most important part in this strategy is suffix
removal, since most variants of terms are generated by
suffixes.

In Arabic language as with other natural
languages the stemmer may face the problem of a
negative prefix, where the prefix which eliminated is
part of the word and not really a prefix. If a stemmer
tries to strip the " " which is a well known prefix
from the following examples, the output will be
definitely wrong, e.g. " " Allah,  " " Germany,
" " Brigades, " " Albania, …etc. It also includes
other prefix such as " " And which represents a
frequently used conjunction, e.g., stripping off " "
And from " " honesty leads to a wrong stem.

The negative prefix problem in Arabic language
stemmer is not restricted to the " " and " " prefixes,
but it also includes other prefixes such as " "," ",
" ",  " ", …etc. The Arabic light stemming in this
case for the term " " Governor will be wrong, if
the prefix " " strip off from the term. Similarly the
stems of the words "   " glum,  " " Allah,  "   "
successful, if we strip from them the prefixes " ",
"   ",  "   " respectively. Similarly Arabic stemmers
face another problem of a negative suffix, where the
suffix in natural languages face which eliminated is
part of the word and not really a suffix. If a stemmer
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try to strip off the " " which is a well known suffix from
the following examples, the output will be definitely
wrong, e.g. " " To Amman, " " Japan, …etc. Table
5 in the Appendix illustrate a number of examples.

Table lookup is the simplest strategy among the four,
it simply looks for the root of the term in the lookup table.
The performance of this strategy is highly affected by the
number of words (terms) and their root in the table, as the
lookup tables gets larger the performance get higher too.
Large lookup tables might need a considerable storage
space. Successor variety is not straightforward as the
others, and depends on algorithms which is based on
structural linguistics and attempts to determine morpheme
boundaries. N-grams stemming searches for digrams,
trigrams or more term successive letters. This strategy is a
term clustering procedure not a stemming procedure.

The above two problems (negative prefix & negative
suffix) of Arabic stemmers leads to a wrong grammatical
root, so the accuracy of IR & Text mining systems which
rely on these stemmers will be deteriorated.

The two main problems of stemming have been
described by Chris D. Paice [12]. In the first place, pairs
of etymologically related words sometimes differ sharply
in meaning [12] for example, consider " " ask,  " "
stole, and "   " Peace. In the second place, the
transformations involved in adding and removing suffixes
involve numerous irregularities and special cases [12].
Stemming errors are of two kinds: understemming errors,
in which words which refer to the same concept are not
reduced to the same stem, and overstemming errors, in
which words are converted to the same stem even though
they refer to distinct concepts. In designing a stemming
algorithm there is a trade-off between these two kinds of
error.

A light stemmer plays safe in order to avoid
overstemming errors, but consequently leaves many
understemming errors. A heavy stemmer boldly removes
all sorts of endings, some of which are decidedly unsafe,
and therefore commits many overstemming errors [12].

Shereen Khoja addressed the problems that might
face the Arabic stemmer [9]:

"If the root contains a weak letter (e.g. " " alif, " "
waw or " " yaa), the form of this letter may change
during derivation. To deal with this, the stemmer must
check to see if the weak letter is in the correct form. " If
not, the stemmer produces the correct form of this weak
letter, which then gives the correct form of the root. If any
triliteral rooted verb's one of the three root letters contains
either " " alif (hamza, a), " " waaw (w) or " " yaa (y) then
that is defined as a weak verb, e.g. " " gave,  " "
found,  " " put,  " " stood,  " " promised,  "   "
bought, " " came, " " read. Also weak verbs includes a
triliteral rooted verb's where the second letter is doubled
with a  shadda, e.g. " " prepared. Shadda (Germination
mark (tashdeed)) is written above the consonant that is

doubled, and it look like the w shape. Strong verb is a
triliteral rooted verb's which does not have any of the
above three weak letters.

• "Some words do not have roots. For example
the Arabic equivalents of "   " we, "   "
after, " " under and so on. If the stemmer
comes across any of these words, it does
nothing. "

• "Sometimes a root letter is deleted during
derivation. This is especially true of roots
that have duplicate letters (e.g. the last two
letters are the same), e.g., " " get dressed,
" " dandle, " " souse, " " explained,
"  " reduced, " " wet, …etc. The stemmer
can detect this, and return the letter that was
removed. - If a root contains a hamza, this
hamza could change form during derivation,
e.g., "   " talk, "   " stand up, ...etc. The
stemmer detects this, and returns the original
form of this hamza. "

L. S. Larkey, and M. E. Connell [11] conducted a
good study based on a modified version of Shereen
Khoja stemmer. The modified version includes a few
changes to enhance the accuracy of the stemmer.
These changes are summarized as follows:

• If a root were not found, the normalized form
would be returned, rather than returning the
original unmodified word.

• List of place names are considered
"unbreakable" words exempt from stemming.

• In addition to the Arabic stop word list
included in the Khoja stemmer, a script was
to remove stop phrases.

• A light stemmer used to strip off definite
articles ( , , , , ,  ,  and  ) from
the beginnings of normalized words and
strips 10 suffixes from the ends of words ( ,

, , , , , , , , and ).

Table 5 in the appendix shows that light
stemming leads to wrong results if it carried out
unconditionally, so we record our reservation on the
last step. Larkey, and Connell stemmer seems to be
better than its parent (Khoja stemmer).

Morphology is a branch of linguistics that
concerned with studying of the internal structure of
word forms. Semitic languages have a complex
morphology and so the Arabic language is a complex
language for stemming. Arabic stemmers have to deal
with affixes (prefixes, infixes, and suffixes), in
addition to diacritics marks (harakat), in order to get
the right root with its appropriate diacritics marks on
it. Furthermore Arabic stemmer has to deal with
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Arabized words (foreign words) which have no root, and
in this case has to be excluded from stemming.

This study uses morphological patterns to obtain the
trilateral and quadriliteral roots. The algorithm used
simply tries to extract the root, in case there is a match
between pattern infix and word infix.

Shereen Khoja is a pioneer in this field, but
unfortunately we failed to get her original work entitled
"Stemming Arabic Text " with her colleague Roger
Garside. Leah S. Larkey and Margaret E. Connel and
others headed a team at University of Massachusetts,
Amherst to conduct a number of studies which depends
on Khoja work. Their work [10][11] represent an
improvement to Khoja work. Although their work include
an improvements to Khoja but it does not solve the
problems of negative prefix and negative suffix which
discussed before. Al-Kharashi, I.A. et. Al. [2] presents
pattern based stemming for Arabic language, also Taghva
K. et. Al. [13] used the same approach which is different
from Khoja, with an equivalent performance. Pattern
based stemming does not use root dictionary. This
approach based on matching the word with a number of
Arabic patterns to extract the root. Chen A. et. Al. [4]
conducted a study to find Arabic roots using Machine
Translation (MT) based stemmer. Although this study
depends on Ajeeb machine translation system, stopword
removing, clustering, light stemming, and morphological
analysis, but it does not presents a solution to the
problems of negative prefix and negative suffix. Kareem
Darwish [5] shows how to extract a root from the word,
by first removing the prefix and suffix of the word to get a
stem, then match a stem to a number of templates to get
the root. In this study the researcher did not mention how
many templates used in comparisons, beside the absence
of an algorithm. Darwish, K. et. Al. [6] used an approach
which is similar to his previous one[5], but with more
details about the prefixes, and suffixes being removed.
Table 6 shows the patterns used within our algorithm.

2. THE ALGORITHM
The first step of the Arabic Rooter under study is to
normalize the text. Afterward a matching is performed
between the stem and the verbal and noun patterns, in
order to obtain the root. To conduct this study, a system
(stemmer) is built to find the Arabic roots using Visual
Basic 6.0. This stemmer kept the words unchanged if it
failed to find a root, and this a normal case when the stem
is an Arabized word or when it represent the names of
places, such as continents, regions, countries, states,
districts, cities, villages, rivers, mountains, deserts, … etc.

• Germination mark (tashdeed) ( )
"shaddah" is placed above a consonant
letter as a sign for the duplication of the
consonant

• T(i) be any term

• Let LenT(i) be the length of each
term

• Let n be a number of terms within a
document

• Let chr(i) be the character position
within a term

• Let LenP(j) be the length of the
pattern

• Let Infixes_String be a string
generated manually, consisting of
the pattern, and the affix of that
pattern, e.g., the stem "    "
swimming pools, match with the
pattern of "      ", so the
Infixes_String in this case is the
string " ", where " " lie in the first
position, and " " lie in the third
position.

• Let T_String be the corresponding
string of the word which
corresponds the string of the pattern
Infixes_String, i. e., to clarify the
idea suppose we want to find the
root of the stem " " swimming
pools, the system has to check this
word with all 5 characters patterns,
one of these pattern is " ", so the
Infixes_String in this case is " "
and the T_String is  "   ", the
mismatch is obvious in this case,
when matching the stem with the
pattern " " the Infixes_String &
T_String will be " ".

Table 1 shows how to get Infixes_String for each
of the patterns used.

Table 1: An example of patterns and their infixes,
and the position of each infix

1. Stop word removal depending on a list of
(1281) stop words consists of prepositions,
pronouns, article and conjunction.

2. Normalization
2.1 Remove tatweel (kasheeda) symbol ("_")
2.2 Remove punctuations using a list of

punctuation characters

Pattern Infixes_String Infix : Infix position
 :3
 :1  :4
 :1  :2  :3  :7
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IncorrectCorrect
CorrectPrecision

+
=

UnAnalyzedCorrect
CorrectRecall
+

=

RecallPrecision
RecallPrecisionF

+
××

=
2

2.3 Remove diacritics depending on a list of
diacritics characters

3. If LenT(i)  5 then
   Remove initial definite article ( )

    Else if LenT(i)  6 then
       Remove initial definite article ( )

    End if

4. If LenT(i)  > 4 and the final character of the T(i)
like " " then

Replace final " " with " "
    End if

5. Replace initial ( , ), (  ) with bare alif ( )

6. Replace initial (  ) with bare alif ( )

7. Replace final (  ) with (  )

8. Replace final (  ) with ( )

9. For iß 1 to n do
 9.1 If LenT(i) = 3 then

  9.1.1 If T(i) ends with germination mark (tashdeed)
( ) then Root(T(i)) = chr(1)& chr(2)& chr(2)

        Else return the normalized term (Stem)
  9.1.2 If LenT(i) = 3 then

 Root(T(i)) = T(i)
   Return Root(T(i))

 9.2 If LenT(i)  4 then
  9.2.1 For jß 1 to number of patterns of length =

LenT(i) do
      9.2.1.1 If T_String match Infixes_String

then
                9.2.1.1.1 Remove the infix characters

from T(i)
                9.2.1.1.2 Replace " " with " "
                9.2.1.1.3 Replace with "  "
                9.2.1.1.4 Replace " " or " " with " "
                9.2.1.1.5 Return Root (T(i))

Else
Return the normalized term (Stem)

       Next j
Next i

3. EVALUATION
In order to test the accuracy of our algorithm, we selected
a number of words randomly. Table 2 shows the manual
trace of the execution of the above algorithm to extract the
root of the selected terms.

Table 3 shows the strength and weakness of the
above algorithm, using a small data sets containing 1,827
words. The system failed to analyze 55 words, since their
patterns are unknown. This failure mostly due to foreign
(Arabized) words. The system accepts to analyze the rest
(1,772 words), but we found that accuracy of extracting
the right roots is  91%.

Table 2. Trace of the manual extraction of the
correct root.

Table 3 Accuracy of root extraction for three Arabic
text files

Figure 1 Statistics for root extraction

Table 4 shows the precision, recall and the
harmonic mean (F-measure). Here we used the
precision, recall and F-measure as shown in the
following formulas:

…………. (1)

…………. (2)

…………. (3)

Number of Roots
extracted
correctly

Number of
incorrect

Roots

Words not
Analyzed

Number of
words

130 (87.2%)16 (10.8%)3 (2%)147
215 (87.4%)24 (9.8%)7 (2.8%)244
527 (91%)33 (5.7%)19 (3.3% )579
791 (92.4)39 (4.6%)26 (3%)857

1663 (91%)112 (6.1%)55 (3%)1827

Original
Word T(i)

Normalized
T(i) (Stem)

T_String Root
(T(i))

Status

 Right
 Wrong
 Right
 Right
 Right
 Right
 Right

-  Right
 Wrong
 Right
 Right
 Right
 Right
 Wrong
 Wrong
 Wrong
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Table 4 shows that the system obtains about 92%
overall precision for the analyzed words, note that words
that doe not match any of the verbal and noun patterns
have been ignored as  illustrated in table 6 from the
computations of the accuracy measures, because these
words are foreign words.

Table 4. Accuracy of root extraction for three Arabic
text files

 4. CONCLUSIONS
In order to increase the accuracy of the system, and to
reduce the probability of facing the problems of negative
suffix and negative prefix, the system shall not remove the
prefixes (" " ,"" ,"" ,"" ," ") and suffix ( "" ).

Furthermore the system uses a conditional removing,
e.g., in case the term length is six or more the system will
remove the following prefixes (" ", " " , " ", " ")
otherwise when the term length is the length is less than
six the term will be unchanged.

As mentioned in Thabet [14] root-based algorithm
increases word ambiguity, where many word variants
have different meaning, and this will affect the accuracy
of IR, Text mining, …etc systems which rely on root
based stemmers. Table 5 presents a number of ambiguous
cases, one of these is the term "   ", this can be
interpreted by the reader as parents, religion, and debt,
since this word is bare of diacritics, and it is in its own,
not within a statement. As we said the diacritics used to
distinguish the words semantically and phonetically.

Arabic stemmers can be used to enhance the
efficiency of a number of systems such as, Spell checkers,
Information retrieval systems, Text mining systems, Text
Analysis systems, Compression systems… etc.

This algorithm is incapable of extracting Arabic roots
of some imperative verbs ("  ") that is made up of
one Arabic letter with the fact that its root being of three
letters (trilateral verbs), e.g., " " "  , with the root of
" ". In addition, the problem of defective roots (weak
roots) is still not solved by this algorithm. Defective roots
are roots that contain vowels (" """" ") which are
classified as irregular roots, since some vowels in these
roots are altered to other vowels or removed in the
derivational process [1], e.g., " " and " " these two
words have the same meaning throw, and both of them
represent the same root. As a future research, we hope to

solve these problems within our next enhancement to
this work.
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Appendix  A:

Table 5: The problem of negative prefixes and
negative suffixes

Full
word

Removing
the suffix

Full
word

Removing
the suffix

Full word Removing
the suffix

Full word Removing
the suffix
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Table 6: Verbal and noun patterns used within the algorithm

Full word Pattern's used
Length 3 patterns

Length 4 patterns

Length 5 patterns

Length 6 patterns

Length 7 patterns

Length 8 patterns

Length 9 patterns   


